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Unfriendly Market Drains Highline’s AssetsHighline Capital’s assets are in an extended decline.� e New York equity shop, led by Jacob Doft, was running $1 billion in October, 
the latest � gures available. � at was down from $2 billion in January 2019 and a 
peak of $3.6 billion in June 2017.Now, there’s talk of further redemptions at Highline, which formed in 1995 with 
a mere $2 million. � ere also is chatter about the � rm’s sta�  ng level, which has 
fallen in recent years. One source, however, characterized the operation as being in 
rebuilding mode, pointing to the additions of two sta� ers in 2019.

Highline had 27 employees about a year ago, including 12 investment profes-
sionals. � at was down from a 35-person workforce a year before that, including 20 
on the investment side. Amid a round of layo� s in 2018, Do�  expressed a view that 
his investment sta�  had become too large and that he needed to � atten its chain 
of command by elevating some personnel and broadening their coverage areas, 

See HIGHLINE on Page 4Prime Brokers Skittish on Risk in Options PlaysA change in risk requirements that Jefferies’ prime-brokerage unit imposed on 
options-trading hedge fund clients has resulted in problems for some of those man-
agers.

� e tougher rules, which generally require managers who trade options to pro-
vide more upfront collateral, are the result of a recent risk review undertaken by 
Je� eries.

� e change led volatility-arbitrage � rm NorCap Advisors to abruptly switch prime 
brokers at yearend, causing it to exit some positions early and give up expected 
gains. In another case, Lattice Capital was forced to modify its trading rather than 
try to raise money to meet the increased risk-equity collateral.

Other prime brokers also appear to be closely examining the trading strategies 
of potential and existing volatility-arbitrage clients. Executives said they’ve recently

See RISK on Page 5Falsely Accused Trading Exec Preps New FirmA former ITG executive who was wrongly accused of misconduct at the � rm, 
sidelining his career for years, is in late-stage preparations to launch a technology 
company that would execute trades for hedge funds.Hitesh Mittal has hired a dozen sta� ers and is building a website for his BestEx 

Research of Stamford, Conn. While the launch date is unclear, Mittal has been 
working on the project since 2015.Mittal is telling prospective clients BestEx will provide outsourced electronic 
trading using proprietary algorithms across currencies, futures and equities. � at 
puts BestEx in competition with the algorithmic trading divisions at major banks 
and with established players including New York � rms Clearpool and GTS and Jack-
sonville-based FIS’s Fox River Execution Solutions.Mittal also would go head-to-head with his former employer, which was acquired 
by Virtu Financial for $1 billion in March 2019. Mittal worked at ITG as global head
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Christopher Nicholas joined York Capi-tal this month as a managing director overseeing investor relations for North America. Nicholas most recently served in a similar role in the New York o�  ce of London-based Arrowgrass Capital, which unwound late last year amid poor perfor-mance and investor redemptions. Before joining Arrowgrass in 2009, Nicholas spent time at Deutsche Bank and IBM. York has $18.5 billion under manage-ment. � e New York manager’s � agship multi-strategy fund gained 12.4% in 2019.

Global-macro specialist Brevan Howard Asset Management has picked up a portfolio manager. Karim Bendouma started at the London � rm’s New York o�  ce this month. Bendouma previously was a portfolio manager at Verition Fund 
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Christopher Nicholas joined York Capital this month 
as a managing director overseeing investor relations 
for North America. Nicholas most recently served in 
a similar role in the New York office of London-based 
Arrowgrass Capital, which unwound late last year amid 
poor performance and investor redemptions. Before 
joining Arrowgrass in 2009, Nicholas spent time at 
Deutsche Bank and IBM. York has $18.5 billion under 
management. The New York manager’s flagship  
multi-strategy fund gained 12.4% in 2019. 
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